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The Plan

- Overview and goals
- Warm up
- LSRS categories and credits
- Rating activity
- Sharing
- Wrap up
Warm Up
Warm Up

What is the most important consideration when designing or renovating a learning space? [1 minute]
credit + rating + rating = overall section rating
ICC Credit 1

Implements the Institution’s Academic Strategic Plan

Sample Option

Engage key institutional academic leaders in the appropriate stages of the planning process.
2 Planning Process
Stakeholder Engagement

Stakeholders are engaged in project visioning and programming sessions to identify the types of learning activities to be accommodated and the characteristics of the spaces.
3 Support and Operations
SO Credit 1

Ongoing Assessment and Evaluation

Sample Requirement

Execute the institutional space assessment and evaluation plan.
4 Environmental Quality and Atmosphere
EQA Credit 1

Good Sightlines

Sample Option

Locate the seating between two and six screen heights from the screen.
5 Enabled Activities
5 Enabled Activities

*EA Credit 1*

**Multiple Activities**

*Sample Option*

Provide furniture that is small and light enough for students and instructors to easily reconfigure the room before, during, or after a class session.
6 Tools, Technology, and Furniture
TTF Credit 1

Room Control

Sample Requirement

Provide a control panel or similar mechanism at the presentation station to enable users to access and control the room's functions.
What did we get out of this?
Rate sample spaces for Tools, Technology, and Furniture credits. [15 minutes]

Choose to rate a

Lecture Hall or Seminar Room
Virtual Participants: Materials are here—
http://www.educause.edu/E2011/Program/SESS103

Step 1. Use handouts or online materials to rate a space.

Step 2. Report your ratings using the URL below.

https://sites.google.com/site/site/beyondutilization/home
Key Questions

What is the relationship between options, credits, and ratings?

How do we distinguish granular differences in ratings?

Are partially met requirements creditable? If so how?
Wrap Up
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